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We establish two new inequalities of Gru¨ss type involving functions of two
independent variables. The analysis used in the proofs is elementary and our
results provide new estimates on inequalities of this type.  2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most celebrated integral inequalities proved by Gru¨ss [3] in



















M −mN − n
provided that f and g are two integrable functions on [a, b] and satisfy the
condition
m ≤ f x ≤M n ≤ gx ≤ N
for all x ∈ a b, where mMnN are given real constants.
A great deal of attention has been given to the above inequality and
many papers dealing with various generalizations, extensions, and variants
have appeared in the literature; see Chapter X of the recent book [4]
by Mitrinovic´, Pecˇaric´, and Fink, where further references are given. The
main purpose of this paper is to establish two new inequalities similar to
the Gru¨ss inequality involving functions of two independent variables. The
analysis used in the proofs is based on the identities established in [1, 2].
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2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS
In what follows, R denotes the set of real numbers. We use the notation
 = a b × c d, a b c d ∈ R. If zx y is a differentiable function
deﬁned on , then its partial derivatives are denoted by D1zx y =
∂
∂x
zx y, D2zx y = ∂∂y zx y, D2D1zx y = ∂2zx y/∂y ∂x. We
denote by H the class of continuous functions z
  → R for which
D1zx y, D2zx y, D2D1zx y exist and are continuous on  and
belong to L∞, and we denote by G the class of continuous
functions z
  → R for which D2D1zx y exists and is continuous
on  and belongs to L∞. For any function zx y ∈ L∞, we deﬁne
z∞ = supx y∈ zx y.
First we give the following notations used to simplify the details of
presentation,















d − c2 +
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gt sds dt (2.6)





px tD1f t sds dt





px tD1gt sds dt (2.7)





qy sD2f t sds dt





qy sD2gt sds dt (2.8)





px tqy sD2D1f t sds dt





px tqy sD2D1gt sds dt (2.9)
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M1x y = gx y D1f∞ + f x y D1g∞ (2.10)
M2x y = gx y D2f∞ + f x y D2g∞ (2.11)
M3x y = gx y D2D1f∞ + f x y D2D1g∞ (2.12)
for f g ∈ H (or G) and p
 a b2 → R, q
 c d2 → R are given by
px t =
{
t − a if t ∈ a x
t − b if t ∈ x b (2.13)
qy s =
{
s − c if s ∈ c y
s − d if s ∈ y d (2.14)
Our main results are given in the following theorems.































M1x yd − cH1x +M2x yb− aH2y
+M3x yH1xH2ydy dx (2.15)







































M3x yH1xH2ydy dx (2.16)
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
From the hypotheses, we have the following identities (see [2, p. 783]),













































px tqy sD2D1gt sds dt (3.2)
for x y ∈ . Multiplying (3.1) by gx y, (3.2) by f x y, and adding the
resulting identities, we get
2kf x ygx y = Ax y +A1x y +A2x y +A3x y (3.3)
























A1x y +A2x y +A3x ydy dx (3.4)
From (2.7)–(2.12), it is easy to observe that
A1x y ≤M1x yd − cH1x (3.5)
A2x y ≤M2x yb− aH2y (3.6)
A3x y ≤M3x yH1xH2y (3.7)






































M1x yd − cH1x +M2x yb− aH2y
+M3x yH1xH2ydy dx
This is the required inequality in (2.15), and the proof is complete.
Remark 1. From (3.3), (3.5)–(3.7), it is easy to obtain the inequality
2kf x ygx y −Ax y ≤M1x yd − cH1x +M2x y
× b− aH2y +M3x yH1xH2y
for x y ∈ .
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
From the hypotheses, we have the following identities (see [1, p. 17]),











px tqy sD2D1f t sds dt (4.1)











px tqy sD2D1gt sds dt (4.2)
for x y ∈ . Multiplying (4.1) by gx y, (4.2) by f x y, and adding the
resulting identities, we get
2kf x ygx y = gx yFx y + f x yGx y
−Ax y +A3x y (4.3)
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This is the desired inequality in (2.16), and the proof is complete.
Remark 2. From (4.3) and (3.7), it is easy to observe that the following
inequality also holds,
2kf x ygx y +Ax y − gx yFx y + f x yGx y
≤M3x yH1xH2y
for x y ∈ .
In concluding this paper, we note that one can very easily obtain the
bounds on the right-hand sides in (2.15) and (2.16) when D1f x y,
D2f x y, D2D1f x y, D1gx y, D2gx y, D2D1gx y all belong to
Lp (or L1) and D2D1f x y, D2D1gx y belong to Lp (or
L1), respectively. The precise formulations of such results are very
close to those given in Theorems 1 and 2 and in view of the results given
in [2] with suitable modiﬁcations. We do not discuss it here.
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